
Spring 2 Week 2 – 6th March 2020 

What have we been learning? 
 

 In our Phonics sessions this week we have been looking again at the digraphs th and ng. (We tasted 
Pringles for ng but th was tricky to find any food for!) We have been practising reading and writing words 
containing these digraphs independently, by listening carefully for all of the sounds that we can hear in 
the words and thinking carefully about our letter formation.  

 

 We watched the animated story of “The Very Hungry Caterpillar” and joined in with the repeated phrases, 
before writing our own versions of the story. We’ve been singing a song about a tiny caterpillar on a leaf 
too. 

 

 In Maths we have been counting groups of objects carefully and then taking away a given number. We 
know that the - symbol means we have to take away. We can find the answers to questions such as  

          7 - 4 = using objects to help us. 
 

 It has been lots of fun cotton reel painting our own pictures of the Hungry Caterpillar and making edible  
         caterpillars out of cucumber, tomato and red pepper - mmm, delicious! We have also enjoyed using  
         “Purple Mash”  on the computers to practise our developing mouse control skills as we decorated a  
         caterpillar digitally too.  

         
  
 
 

 

Homework 
Literacy 
        - Sounds, especially sounds th and ng and practise correct formation of letters. 
        - Reading books - Please continue to make a comment in your child’s Reading Diary every week,  
           thank you.        
        - Sight words. 
Maths  
        - Practise taking away using objects. Give your child up to 10 objects and ask them count how many  
           there are. Tell them how many you want them to take away and ask them for the answer. If they  
           can manage up to 10 objects, then try up to 15, followed by 20. Remind them to count the number  
           of objects they start with carefully - especially with the larger numbers! They might like to record  
           what they did in a number sentence using the - and = symbols. 
 

We have loved dressing up as the 
Very Hungry Caterpillar! 

We have been practising our planting 
skills in the sand.  

A little request… 

If you have chosen to pay half-termly, then the £2 Phonics food contribution for this half-term is now due 
please. Thank you so much to those of you who have already paid, your support is very much appreciated.  

So far this half-term, the money has also paid for the ingredients for making both the pancakes and the  
edible caterpillars with the children too.    


